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A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF POINCARÉ

IRWIN KRA1

Abstract. Let G be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the

first kind. Let ^be a cusp form, and/a solution to 8j/ = ^, where B¡ is

the Schwarzian derivative. Then for every A &G, there is a Möbius

transformation x(A) such that/ o A =x(A) of. We show that the

homomorphism x from G to Möbius transformations determines

¡p. The theorem for the special case where G is the covering group

of a compact surface was first proved by Poincaré.

The purpose of this note is to show that the estimates obtained in

[4] for solutions of the Schwarzian differential equation improve a

result that appeared in [3] about determining protective structures

on Riemann surfaces from their coordinate cohomology classes.

We shall establish the following

Theorem. Let G be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first

kind acting on the upper half plane U. If (x, f) and (x, g) are deforma-

tions of G, then f = g, whenever the Schwarzians of f and g are cusp

forms for G.

We recall some definitions. The pair (x, /) is a deformation of G

if (1) x 1S a homomorphism of G into the group of Möbius transfor-

mations, and (2) / is a meromorphic local homeomorphism from U

onto an (open) subset of the extended complex plane, such that

foA=X(A)of,AEG.
If (X./) is a deformation, then

*- erf =(/"//')' -W'/f)2
is a holomorphic 2-form (automorphic form of weight —4) for G;

that is,

<p(Az)A'(z)2 = <p(z),       zEU,    A EG.

It is a cusp form, if

sup {(2Imz)2| <p(z)\;zEU} < «.

Remark. For U/G compact the theorem has been proven in [3].
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In this case, for every deformation (x, /) of G, we have that 62f is

a cusp form. For G the covering group of a compact surface, the result

is classical and due to Poincaré (see, for example, Hawley and

Schiffer [2]). For G fixed point free, the theorem states that the

coordinate cohomology class determines uniquely a bounded proj éc-

rive structure. See Gunning [l] for details. By a bounded projective

structure we mean a projective structure determined by a cusp form.

Proof of Theorem. The proof follows [2] and was already known

to Poincaré. (See also [3].) Let/=/i//2 and g =gi/g2, where

/2 = (f)-1/2,       /i=//2,

g2  =   (g')'1'*, gl   = ggi.

Let v(z)=(fig2—f2gi)(z), zEU. Then it is well known (and easy to

verify) that the holomorphic functions/,- (j = l> 2) are linearly inde-

pendent solutions of the second order linear differential equation

(1) 2y" + <py = 0

with <p = 02/. Similarly the functions g¡ (j = l, 2) solve (1) with <p =

02g- If yi is a solution of (1), then so is (yi o A)(A')~112 for every

AEG. Thus for zEU, AEG,

fi(Az)A'(z)-v2 = aAfi(z) + bAf2(z),

f2(Az)A'(z)-u2 = cAfi(z) + dAf2(z),

and

gi(Az)A'(z)-v2 = aAgi(z) + ßAg2(z),

g2(Az)A'(z)-1'2 = yAgi(z) + bAg2(z),

where aA, bA, cA, dA and aA, ßA, yA, b~A are constants that/lepend only

on A. Also aAdA—bAcA?i09iaAoA—ßAyA, since the new solutions are

again linearly independent. We can, of course, conclude more. Since

for A EG

fi/fi o A = x(A) ofi/fi   and   gi/g2 oA= X(A) o gi/g2,

we deduce that for all complex f,

aAí + bA aA^ + ßA
, ,   ,   = x(A)ür) = ■

cAÇ + dA yAf + 5¿

Thus for some nonzero constant rA,

aA = rAaA,        bA = rAßA,        cA = rAyA,        dA = rA8A.
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A simple calculation now shows that

v(Az)A'(z)~l = rA (aAdA — b¿Cj)v(z).

Thus v is a holomorphic multiplicative ( —l)-form. We must examine

the behavior of v at the punctures of U/G. Let p be a puncture on

U/G. It involves no loss of generality to assume that the puncture p

is generated by the parabolic element Aa(z) =2 + 2tt. (Replace G by

B o G o B~l for a suitable conformai self map B of U.) By [4, Lemma

l] x(Ao) is also parabolic. Replacing (x>/) and (x, g) by (BxB~l,

B of) and (BxB~l, B o g), where B is a Möbius transformation, we

may assume that x(^o)(z) =2+2tt0, 6^0. Under these assumptions

(see the proof of Lemma 1 in [4]), we have, for some integers k and I,

ca0 = 0,       dAo = (-1)«,       aAo = (-1)*,       bAo * 0,

7¿. = 0,        8A<1 = (-1)',       aAo = (-1)',       ßAo j£ 0,

(2) h(z) = 0(1) = g2(z),       z->oo,

(3) fi(z) =0(\z\) = gi(z),        2-+*o,

and r^(aAodAo — bAocAo) = ( —1)*-'. Thus, we conclude

(4) e2riav(z + 2tt) = v(z),       zEU,

where e2*ia = ( — \)k-1, with a = 0 or a = l/2. From (2) and (3) we

conclude that

(5) v(z) = 0(| z|),       z-> oo.

From (4) it is easy to deduce that v has a Fourier series expansion of

the form

00

»(z) = H anei("-a)«,       zE U.
n=oo

Equation (5) implies that an = 0 for n<0.

If a^O, we conclude ao = 0 as well. In particular v has a zero at oo

of order N—a^O where N is the smallest integer n such that a^O.

(Note the order of the zero at a puncture need not be an integer.) It

is known (see for example, [5, page 274] that for a nonzero multipli-

cative g-form <p that is meromorphic in U and at the punctures on

U/G, we have

deg<p = q(\co\ /2tt),

where |w| is the Poincaré area of a fundamental domain w for G in

U. Since v is holomorphic, |co| >0, q= — 1, we conclude that v = 0.
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